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Hi, I'm Brad Gregory and I’m a Product Manager here at Equinix. In this video I’m going to
introduce you to some key features going live for Network Edge, release 2021.3. Network Edge
provides virtual network services that run on a modular infrastructure platform, is optimized for
instant deployment, and provides interconnection to network services that are Equinix Fabric
participants. Network Edge is designed for maximum flexibility for customers who want to have a
cloud-like experience for instantiating network infrastructure at the edge.

The first feature is adding additional capabilities to the Advanced Access Control List or ACL. An ACL
is used to secure virtual devices that have been deployed. The main enhancement for this release will
allow customers to deploy templates that can be applied to any device in any metro. Templates
provide a simple way to apply consistent security policies across many devices. We also added the
ability for customers to resolve IP addresses using domain names and then applying those entries to
the ACL, along with full edit capabilities for existing entries.
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The second feature in this release is clustering for Fortinet SDWAN devices. Clustering is a
technology that allows customers to deploy a pair of redundant devices enabling fault-tolerant
solutions for high-availability applications. Clustering has been a key differentiator since its
release in February and Fortinet SDWAN devices now have this capability.
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The third feature is extra-large device sizes. Customers can now deploy even larger virtual devices
to meet their needs. The vendors supported in this release are Palo Alto, VMware SDWAN,
Fortinet, and Checkpoint. Additionally, two new virtual devices will be available for customers in
this release—the Cisco Adaptive Security Appliance and Firepower Threat Defense.

For the next release, 2021.4, look for some exciting features that enhance the customer experience
when deploying Network Edge devices and provide more fault-tolerance such as Palo Alto
management access for clustered devices, BYOC redundant workflow, and Microsoft Azure
connectivity options. That concludes the features for this release. Thanks for watching.
If you have questions related to all things Network Edge, including the features discussed in this
Spotlight, please contact your Network Edge Specialist.
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